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With a Volstro Head on Your
Vertical Milling Machine You Can:

• Mill Any Combination of Angles and Radii
(from a single set-up)

• Set Up in a Fraction of the Time Required
with Rotary Tables

• Mill Inside and Outside Diameters with
Power Feed

• Meet Today's Need for Higher Productivity

In many applications the Volstro rotary
cross-slide milling head replaces cumbersome
rotary work tables.

It can be installed on the machine—and
working—in less than 3 minutes.

The Volstro patented mechanical control
precisely governs the cutting tool throughout
straight, angular or radial movements enabling
you to perform intricate, precision operations
impossible to perform on conventional tables.

Such intricate operations as combinations
of angles and radii . . . angles tangent to radii
. . . and radius blending into radius can be
performed with a single set-up.

The Volstro Head has a cross-slide motion
that can be set off-center and rotated in a con-
tinuous 360° planetary motion.

Its continuous 360° movement is in 5
min. gradations and can be operated manually
or with power feed.

Longitudinal movement range is 3" and
is activated by a hardened and ground lead
screw.

The rigid quality control in the manufac-
ture of the Volstro unit makes it a precision
tool ideally suited for close tolerance work . . .
but ruggedly built to withstand rigorous usage.

Ideal for: templates and masters for en-
graving and tracing, accurate corner rounding,
precision form milling, special tools, molds,
dies, etc.

Volstro Rotary Cross Slide Milling Head used in
combination with Rotary Table.

Typical application — 3 corner radii and angular
sides milled with a single set-up.



Power take-off permits automatic
feed for rotational travel in either
direction. Suitable for milling in-
side and outside diameters or sec-
tions thereof.

"Horseshoe" cutout with 4 blend-
ing corner radii in a single set-up.

Two precision operations perform-
ed with a single pick-up—exact out-
side corner radii coupled with pre-
cision-milled channel around inside
hole, precisely milled outside con-
tour provides precise locating of
hole.

Minimal set-up time with Volstro head makes jobs
such as these highly profitable.

Precise accuracy control, speed and adaptability to
angles and radii make Volstro ideal for making tem-
plates more accurately (and more economically) than
can be done by conventional methods.



STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Hardwood Case

2 Collets (3/16" x 3/8")

Rotational Power Feed

(Timing Belt and

Belt Pulleys)

Ball Crank Handle

2 Wrenches

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Extension Draw Bars

Collets

(1/8" • 1/4" - 5/16" -

7/16" - 1/2")

Spare Power Feed

Belt

Spare Ball Crank

Handle


